Professional Matchmaking for Mature Singles Hits its Stride

*Mature Singles Only, the professional matchmaking service focused exclusively on mature professional singles through their website Maturesinglesonly.com, has been garnering media attention all over the country. From recent coverage in the New York Times, the San Diego Tribune and Inc Magazine, Mature Singles Only has been featured as a different type of relationship service for those looking for relationship-minded individuals.*

New York, NY (PRWEB) April 24, 2009 -- Mature Singles Only, the professional matchmaking service focused exclusively on mature professional singles through their website Maturesinglesonly.com, has been garnering media attention all over the country. From recent coverage in the New York Times, the San Diego Tribune and Inc Magazine, Mature Singles Only has been featured as a different type of relationship service for those looking for relationship-minded individuals. With all of the press and attention, mature singles now have an avenue to pursue their perfect match in the 21st century.

Matchmaking for mature singles introduces people to pre-screened local singles over 40 who match their compatibility. Based on a professional and trustworthy screening process that involves background and safety checks, Mature Singles Only matches singles with the most compatible candidates, based on what they are looking for and desiring in a relationship. The screening process not only makes it safe for mature singles to navigate uncharted waters when it comes to finding relationships using the internet, but it also allows professional matchmakers to get to know each person on a more intimate level.

Mature Singles Only then uses that information to find the best compatible matches for mature singles looking for a great relationship based on quality and long-term commitment. Maturesinglesonly.com also introduces people to others they would have never met, opening up even more opportunities and possibilities to meet the right person. Simply finding people who share the same values and perspectives on meaningful relationships is difficult enough, but Maturesinglesonly.com helps individuals find people in a local area with the power of today's technology and the convenience of the internet.

When mature singles visit Maturesinglesonly.com, they will find a web site that is focused on their needs. Not only is it easy to use, but it is an extremely convenient process to find a great match. Instead of spending the time to search for people who are compatible, which can be a lengthy and extensive process, Maturesinglesonly.com makes it simple to do. Individuals get started with a profile and a professional matchmaker will treat potential matches with a screening interview. Then, the only thing mature singles need to do is to decide whether or not they'd like to meet a potential match. Control over their relationship and destiny is still in their hands, unlike other online personals sites and services where individuals don't know who they're talking to and whether or not that they are compatible.

What makes Mature Singles Only unique is not only their focus on mature singles over 40 looking for a healthy, fulfilling long-term relationship, but in their values and how they view and treat each person. Other matchmaking services may treat each person as a collection of information and data that the computer analyzes for them. Based on those reports, other matchmaking services find matches for them, but don't get to know each person a more individual level. They don't know the nuances and hidden traits of each person because they treat them like a number. Mature Singles Only doesn't view each person as a number or as a collection of data, but views each person as a VIP.
Mature Singles Only offers the best possible service to its members because they take relationships seriously and understand and value mature singles who are committed to finding a great match and meaningful relationship. Mature Singles Only differs from other online dating sites and services because they are focused on quality relationships rather than casual dating.

With matchmaking grabbing headlines more and more each day, mature singles have found a place where they are the sole focus and where they are treated like VIPs in a comfortable atmosphere where they can be themselves. Maturesinglesonly.com helps mature singles not only find a great match, but a meaningful relationship that they desire and deserve.
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